
Living in a Holographic World

The holographic principle tells us that every observer observes its own holographic world in the
sense of holographic images that are projected from its own holographic screen to its own point
of view at the center of its own holographic world. The observer's holographic screen arises as an
event horizon in its own accelerated frame of reference and encodes qubits of information. This
is in inherently an observer-centric and observer-dependent description of the observable reality
of the observer's own holographic world. A consensual reality is only shared among different
observers to the degree their respective holographic screens overlap in the sense of a Venn
diagram and share information. In no significant way is this state of affairs any different from a
computer-generated virtual reality. The observer itself is creating the quantum computer that
gives rise to the appearance of its own virtual reality as the observer enters into an accelerated
frame of reference, which gives rise to its event horizon that acts as its holographic screen when
the horizon encodes qubits of information and as images of the observer's holographic world are
projected from its screen to its central of view. Even the animation of those images arises from
the animating energy of the observer's own accelerated motion.

The Observer, the Observer's Holographic Screen, and its Object of Perception

The holographic principle tells us every observer is at the central point of view of its own
holographic world. Everything the observer can observe in that world is like an image displayed
on its own holographic screen. Those images are projected from the observer's own holographic
screen to its central point of view and are animated in the flow of energy that arises from the
observer's own accelerated motion. Different observers only share a consensual reality to the
degree their respective holographic screens overlap like a Venn diagram and share information.



Information Sharing Among Overlapping Holographic Screens

The holographic principle tells us that the observer must come first. First the observer comes,
then its holographic world appears to come into existence due to its own accelerated motion that
gives rise to its event horizon that acts as its holographic screen when qubits of information are
encoded. The observer's holographic screen is displaying images of everything the observer can
observe in its own holographic world. All the information for all those things can be reduced to
qubits encoded on the screen. This gives an observer-centric and observer-dependent description
of the observable reality of the observer's own holographic world. In no significant way is this
description of the observer's own holographic world different from a computer-generated virtual
reality. The observer itself creates the quantum computer that gives rise to the appearance of its
own holographic world whenever the observer enters into an accelerated frame of reference.

Accelerating Observer's Event Horizon

This tells us that at the foundational level, physics is not really fundamental. The laws of physics
are like the computational rules that govern the operation of a quantum computer that gives rise
to the appearance of the observer's own computer-generated virtual reality. That quantum



computer is created when the observer enters into an accelerated frame of reference and its event
horizon arises that acts as its holographic screen when the horizon encodes qubits of information.

Holographic Principle

The odd thing about this explanation is that there really is nothing inside a holographic world.
Everything that an observer can perceive in its own holographic world is like the projection of a
holographic image from its own holographic screen to its own point of view at the center of that
holographic world. The observer's holographic screen arises as an event horizon in its accelerated
frame of reference when the horizon encodes qubits of information. Even the animating energy
that animates those holographic images arise from the observer's own accelerated motion. In
reality, there is nothing inside the event horizon and nothing outside the event horizon. Things
only appear to exist inside the event horizon because of the holographic projection of images of
that holographic world from the observer's holographic screen to its central point of view.

What about the observer that perceives all the projected images of that holographic world? The
observer itself can only be understood as a point of view that arises at the center of its own
holographic world. The observer is nothing more than that central point of view. The observer's
holographic world only appears to come into existence because of its own acceleration that gives
rise to its event horizon. Just as the observer is nothing more than the central point of view of its
own holographic world, the observer's event horizon is also arising in nothingness. There is
nothing outside the observer's event horizon and there is nothing inside its event horizon. There
only appears to be something inside the observer's event horizon because its horizon encodes
qubits of information that give rise to the appearance of its holographic world as holographic
images are projected from the observer's own holographic screen to its central point of view and
are animated in the flow of energy that arises from its own accelerated motion.



Nothingness

In reality, the observer at the central point of view of its own holographic world arises from the
same nothingness that its holographic world is created within as the observer's event horizon
arises within that nothingness due to the observer's own accelerated motion and encodes qubits
of information. The observer's accelerated motion is not within the space-time geometry of its
own holographic world, which only appears to exist as a holographic projection of images from
its own holographic screen to its own central point of view as its holographic world appears to
come into existence. The observer's accelerated motion is relative to that nothingness, which is
motionless. Both the observer and its holographic world arise from and within that all-pervading
nothingness. The mystery to be unraveled is the true nature of that nothingness.

The Problem of Time in a Holographic World

What exactly is our perception of time? The only experience of time that anyone can ever have
of time is one's own experience of one's own proper-time, which is always experienced now, in
the present moment. Everything anyone can perceive is perceived now, in the present moment.
When anyone remembers the past or anticipates the future, those perceptions of past and future
are only an emotional projection from the present moment to an imagined past or an imagined
future, which are always perceived now, in the present moment. One also perceives the
emotional energy that connects the present moment to the next moment or to the prior moment.
It's only one's perception of that flow of emotional energy that connects the imagined past and
future to the present moment and makes one falsely believe that an imagined past or future really
exists. In reality, the imagined past and future are no more real than the projected and animated
images of a holographic world. The only thing that really exists is what is in the present moment,
which includes oneself as a presence of perceiving consciousness at the central point of view of



one's own holographic world, which one always perceives now, in the present moment. In the
sense of potentiality, as in the sum over all possible paths of quantum theory, the present moment
is a decision point about which path one will follow through one's own holographic world. In the
sense of the emotional animation of one's own body, one always has a choice to make about
which path one will follow through one's own holographic world, and only the expression of that
emotional energy connects the present moment to the remembered past or anticipated future.

Present Moment as a Decision Point for which Path One will Follow

The holographic world one perceives only appears to come into existence because of one's own
accelerated motion in an accelerated frame of reference that gives rise to one's own event horizon
that acts as one's holographic screen and projects all the images of one's holographic world from
one's own holographic screen to one's own point of view at the center of that holographic world.
That holographic world only appears to come into existence because one's own holographic
screen arises as an event horizon as one follows an accelerated world-line. The only experience
of time that one can ever have as one follows that accelerated world-line is one's own experience
of one's own proper-time, and everything one can perceive in that holographic world is perceived
now, in the present moment. Even the animating energy that animates the projected images of
one's holographic world arises from the energy of one's own accelerated motion in one's own
accelerated frame of reference as one follows an accelerated world-line. In reality, it all has to
begin with one's own existence as a presence of consciousness. In reality, one is that presence of
perceiving consciousness at the central point of view of one's own holographic world.

In reality, there is no objective physical reality of the world out there, only a holographic world
that appears to come into existence whenever the observer enters into an accelerated frame of
reference and an event horizon arises that acts as the observer's holographic screen when the
horizon encodes qubits of information. That holographic world is no more real than the projected
and animated images of a computer-generated virtual reality. The observer creates the quantum
computer that gives rise to the appearance of that virtual reality with its own accelerated motion,



and everything the observer can perceive in its own world is perceived in a subject-object
relation of perception. In reality, that world only appears to exist in the eye of the beholder.

Universal Observer

The Observer and its own Holographic World

Every observer perceives its own holographic world in terms of the projected images of that
world. We only share a consensual reality to the degree that overlapping holographic screens
share information. The observer itself can only be understood as a point of view that arises at the
center of its own holographic world. The observer is nothing more than that central point of
view. The observer's holographic world only appears to come into existence because of its own
acceleration that gives rise to its event horizon. Just as the observer is nothing more than the
central point of view of its own holographic world, the observer's event horizon is also arising in
nothingness. There is nothing outside the observer's event horizon and there is nothing inside its
event horizon. There only appears to be something inside the observer's event horizon because its
horizon encodes qubits of information that give rise to the appearance of its holographic world as
holographic images are projected from the observer's own holographic screen to its central point
of view and are animated in the flow of energy that arises from its own accelerated motion.

The observer only has a holographic world to perceive when the observer enters into an
accelerated frame of reference. That's how the observer's event horizon arises that acts as its
holographic screen when its horizon encodes qubits of information. It all has to begin with the
observer in its accelerated frame of reference. Everything the observer can perceive in its own
holographic world is like a holographic image projected from its own holographic screen to its
own point of view at the center of its holographic world. Those holographic images are animated
in the flow of energy that arises from the observer's own accelerated motion. The observer itself
can only be understood to arise at the central point of view of its own holographic world.

The big question is where does the observer come from? This is the same question as to ask
where does the energy inherent in the observer's accelerated frame of reference come from? The



big clue we have is to ask what happens to the observer when its accelerated motion comes to an
end? In relativity theory, the end of that accelerated motion is called a freely falling frame of
reference. In an ultimate freely falling frame of reference, when all acceleration comes to an end,
the observer no longer has an event horizon, and no longer has a holographic screen that displays
images of the observer's own holographic world. In an ultimate freely falling frame of reference,
the observer's own holographic world disappears from existence from its own point of view.

What happens to the observer? The answer is the observer returns to the nothingness from
whence it came. That return to nothingness is described as a dissolution, like a drop of water that
dissolves back into the ocean. If we think of the observer as a point of perceiving consciousness
at the central point of view of its own holographic world, the nothingness from whence it came
and to which it must return is like an undivided ocean of pure undifferentiated consciousness.
That ocean is called the void, which can only be understood in terms of negation as absolute
nothingness. The basic problem is that the void is not perceivable. The void is what gives rise to
the experience of perception. The void as an ocean of pure undifferentiated consciousness is
what gives rise to the observer as a presence of perceiving consciousness at the center of its own
holographic world. The void is the source of the observer's perceiving consciousness.

The perceiving consciousness of the observer must divide and separate itself from its source of
pure undifferentiated consciousness in order to perceive its own holographic world, which it
perceives from the central point of view of that world. In the process of perceiving its own
holographic world, the observer must also enter into an accelerated frame of reference. The
energy of that acceleration also arises from the void, as in the accelerated expansion of space.
The void in-and-of itself is motionless, and the accelerated motion of the observer always arises
relative to the motionless void. That accelerated motion is how the observer's event horizon
arises within the void. When that acceleration comes to an end in an ultimate freely falling frame
of reference, the observer's holographic world disappears from existence from its own point of
view and the observer itself must return to and dissolve back into the void from whence it came.

The basic problem with understanding the nature of the void is the problem of perception.
Perception always occurs in a subject-object relation. The true nature of the subject is the
observer itself, and the nature of all the objects of perception the observer can perceive are forms
of information encoded on the observer's own holographic screen. Those objects of perception
are projected like images from the observer's own holographic screen to its point of view at the
center of its own holographic world and are animated in the flow of energy that arises from its
own accelerated motion. The void cannot be understood as another object of perception. The
void in-and-of itself is not perceivable. The void cannot even be understood as the perceiver. The
void is the source of perception in that the void gives rise to the observer as the perceiving
consciousness present at the central point of view of its own holographic world and also gives
rise to the energy that underlies the observer's accelerated motion relative to the motionless void.



Perception always occurs in a subject-object relation. The observer itself is the subject and
whatever the observer perceives in its own holographic world is its object of perception. Those
objects are projected forms of information animated in the flow of energy. The observer is able to
perceive both the form of things and flow of things. All perceivable forms can be reduced to
qubits of information encoded on the observer's own holographic screen. Those forms are
projected like images from the observer's own holographic screen to its own point of view at the
center of its own holographic world and are animated in the flow of energy that animates that
world. The observer's projecting holographic screen arises as an event horizon in its accelerated
frame of reference and the animating energy arises from the observer's own accelerated motion.

A critically important point is the observer always perceives things now, in the present moment.
Whatever events the observer perceives in its own holographic world are like projected and
animated images of that holographic world, which the observer perceives now, in the present
moment. How do we explain the perception of the memory of past events and the anticipation of
future events? The answer is emotional projection, which is always projected from the present
moment. Emotional projection is like imagining where a particle has been in the past or where it
will be in the future if we know where the particle is now and its velocity now. If we know the
position of the particle now and its velocity now, we can imagine where the particle has been in
the past or where it will be in the future as the particle follows the path of its trajectory.

In the same way, if we know the form of things now and the flow of energy that animates those
forms now, we can make a projection to how those forms appeared in the past or how those
forms will appear in the future. When we remember the past or anticipate the future, we are able
to make an emotional projection from the present moment because we know how things appear
now and how things are animated now. We are able to imagine how things appeared in the past
or how they will appear in the future because we know the form of things now and how the flow
of emotional energy is animating those forms now. We need to know both the form of things now
and the flow of energy that animates things now to make this emotional projection to an
imagined past or an imagined future. That emotional projection of memory and anticipation can
only arise in our imagination, which is an emotional projection from the present moment. Since
everything we perceive in our own holographic world is imaginary in the sense of the projected
and animated images of a holographic world, the imagined past and the imagined future are
really nothing more than an emotional projection that arises within a holographic projection.

The nature of memory as an emotional projection also helps explain another peculiar aspect of
living in a holographic world, which is the nature of emotional or personal self-identification.
Perception always occurs in a subject-object relation. The true nature of the subject is the
observer, which is the perceiving consciousness present at the central point of view of its own
holographic world, while all the observer's objects of perception are forms of information that
appear in its holographic world. The observer perceives both the forms of things, which are
projected like images from its own holographic screen to its point of view at the center of its own
holographic world, and also the flow of energy that animates those forms. Just as the observer's



holographic screen arises as an event horizon due to its own acceleration, the animating flow of
energy also arises from the observer's own accelerated motion. That accelerated motion gives
rise to the expression of emotional energy that animates the form of the observer's own body.
The observer's body is just a form of information that appears in its holographic world, but its
body is animated by the flow of emotional energy that arises from the observer's own accelerated
motion. The expression of the emotional energy that animates the form of its body relative to the
form of other things that appear in its holographic world is what makes the observer emotionally
identify itself with the form of its body, which is called personal self-identification.

As the observer perceives the flow of emotional energy that emotionally animates the form of its
body relative to the form of all other things that appear in its holographic world, the observer
feels emotionally self-limited to that personal form, which makes the observer emotionally
identify itself with that personal form. When the observer emotionally identifies itself with its
body and takes itself to be its body, it is as though its body is the subject in the subject-object
relation of perception. The observer's body is taken to be the perceiving subject, and all other
objects that appear in the observer's holographic world are perceived as objects of perception.

In reality, the observer itself is the subject, and its body is just another object of perception that
appears in its holographic world among all the other objects of perception, but when the observer
emotionally identifies itself with its body and takes itself to be its body, it is as though its body is
the perceiving subject and everything else that appears in its holographic world is an object of
perception. The only thing that makes the observer's body different from all other forms is that
its body is the central form and is always emotionally animated relative to the other forms, which
creates feelings of self-limitation and leads the observer to identify itself with its body. This
strange state of affairs is called personal self-identification, which gives rise to the observer's
experience of self and other. The observer's experience of self and other within its holographic
world is only possible because the observer emotionally identifies itself with the emotionally
animated form of its body that appears as the central form within its own holographic world.

This explanation for personal self-identification is not new. The basic idea for this explanation
was given in the 1950's, 60's and 70's by a group of psychoanalysts, who called the explanation
object relations theory. In the 1990's, the neuroscientist Antonio Damasio gave a similar
explanation based on the findings of neuroscience. The linguist Noam Chomsky understands the
nature of language in a similar way. The basic idea is that perception always occurs in a
subject-object relation, where the true nature of the subject is the observer and the object of
perception is whatever the observer observes. When the observer emotionally identifies itself
with its body, it is as though its body is the perceiving subject. The observer's body is always
emotionally related to all other objects that appear in its world. The observer's perception of the
emotional energy that animates the form of its body is what makes the observer feel emotionally
self-limited to that personal form and emotionally identify itself with its body. Personal
self-identification only happens as the observer perceives the flow of emotional energy that



animates its body in relation to the form of all other things that appear in its world, which leads
the observer to emotionally identify itself with the form of its body.

The only thing that is lacking in this explanation for self-identification is an understanding of the
true nature of the observer. The holographic principle tells us the observer can be nothing more
than the perceiving consciousness that arises at the central point of view of its own holographic
world. That holographic world can only appear to come into existence when the observer enters
into an accelerated frame of reference and the observer's event horizon arises that acts as its
holographic screen when the horizon encodes qubits of information. Even the flow of emotional
energy that animates the observer's body arises from its own accelerated motion.

The observer is nothing more than a point of perceiving consciousness that arises at the center of
its own holographic world, and all the images of its holographic world are displayed on its own
holographic screen that arises in a void of nothingness. The observer's holographic screen is the
boundary of its own holographic world. That boundary is an event horizon that arises due to the
observer's own accelerated motion, which limits its observations of things in space and becomes
its holographic screen when information is encoded. That holographic world only appears to
come into existence due to the observer's accelerated motion. In reality, there is nothing inside
that holographic world and nothing outside that holographic world. There only appears to be
something inside the observer's holographic world due to the holographic projection of images
from its own holographic screen to its point of view at the center of that holographic world.

Nothingness

Where does the observer come from? The observer comes from the same nothingness that gives
rise to the energy of its accelerated motion. The observer comes from the same nothingness



within which the boundary of its own event horizon arises due to that accelerated motion. The
observer comes from the same nothingness within which its own holographic world appears to
exist. The observer comes from that nothingness, and must ultimately return to that nothingness.

Atman-Brahman

In some mysterious way, the perceiving consciousness of the observer, present at the central
point of view of its own holographic world, is able to separate and divide itself from its source of
pure undifferentiated consciousness, which is the void of nothingness that its holographic world
is created within. That holographic world only appears to come into existence because of the
observer's own accelerated motion relative to the motionless void, which is how an event horizon
arises in that nothingness that acts as the observer's holographic screen. When that acceleration
comes to an end in an ultimate state of free fall, the observer's holographic world disappears
from existence from its own point of view, and the individual consciousness of the observer must
return to and dissolve back into the void of undifferentiated consciousness from whence it came.

The Problem of the Foundations of Physics

At the foundational level, there must be a source of the observer's own consciousness and a
source of the energy that places the observer in an accelerated frame of reference. Since
everything the observer can perceive is observed in a subject-object relation of perception, the
Source, in-and-of-itself, is not perceivable. The Source cannot be an object of perception. The
Source cannot even be the perceiver. The Source is what gives rise to the experience of
perception as the Source gives rise to the perceiving consciousness of the observer at the central
point of view of its own holographic world and also gives rise to the energy that places the
observer in an accelerated frame of reference that creates and animates that holographic world

The Source is the source of perceiving consciousness, present as the observer at the central point
of view of its own holographic world. The Source is also the source of the energy that places the
observer in an accelerated frame of reference and animates everything in that holographic world.
The Source cannot be described at the level of the laws of nature because the laws of physics



only apply at the level of that holographic world. The laws of physics are like the computational
rules that govern the operation of a quantum computer that gives rise to the appearance of a
computer-generated virtual reality. The Source is beyond that holographic virtual reality.

The Source can only be described in terms of negation as absolute nothingness, which can be
understood as a void of undifferentiated consciousness. In some mysterious way, the void divides
itself up into the perceiving consciousness of all the observers, each present at the central point
of view of its own holographic world. Different observers only share a consensual reality to the
degree their holographic screens overlap. The Source also gives rise to the expression of energy
that places each observer in an accelerated frame of reference. At a fundamental level, this can
be understood as the expression of dark energy that gives rise to the accelerated expansion of
space that expands relative to the observer's central point of view and gives rise to its cosmic
horizon that acts as its holographic screen when qubits of information are encoded. This
mechanism explains how each observer's holographic world appears to come into existence.

There is no way to scientifically explain how or why the Source gives rise to this expression of
dark energy, just as there is no way to scientifically explain how or why the Source divides itself
up into the perceiving consciousness of each observer, present at the central point of view of its
own holographic world. We can only describe this creative process as a spontaneous expression
of creativity that arises from the Source, or as the potentiality of the Source to express itself in
this creative way. We can only call this expression of creativity by the Source God's will.

This expression of creativity by the Source is described in the first few lines of Genesis:

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth
And the earth was without form and void

And darkness was upon the face of the deep
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters
And God said ‘Let there be light’; and there was light

And God saw the light, that it was good
And God divided the light from the darkness

-Genesis

The Source is referred to as the void, the formless, the darkness and the deep, or as the waters,
which refers to the Source as an undivided ocean of pure undifferentiated consciousness. For
lack of a better word, we can call the Source God. The Spirit of God refers to the observer at the
center of its own holographic world. The face of the deep refers to the observer's holographic
screen that arises as an event horizon in the void due to the observer's own accelerated motion
relative to the motionless void. The Spirit of God must move over the face of the deep for that
holographic world to appear to come into existence. The light refers to the light of consciousness
that illuminates the observer's own holographic world. That light of consciousness must be
divided from the darkness of the void for the observer's world to appear to come into existence.



This expression of creativity by the Source is symbolized by the All-Seeing-Eye of Providence.

The triangle represents the hierarchy of consciousness, with the undifferentiated consciousness
of the Source at the apex or highest possible level of consciousness. Only the highest possible
level of consciousness is free of the illusion of duality, which is to say, free from the bondage of
false personal self-identification. The central eye represents the individual consciousness of the
observer at the central point of view of its own holographic world, which is subject to the illusion
of duality through its false self-identification with the form of a person that appears in that world.
The rays emanating from the central eye represent the light of consciousness that illuminates the
observer's own holographic world, and the encompassing circle represents the boundary of that
holographic world, which is the observer's holographic screen that arises as an event horizon due
to the observer's own accelerated motion relative to the motionless void.

The qualia problem demonstrates consciousness cannot have a scientific explanation, but must
be spiritual in nature, which is beyond any scientific explanation. Perception always occurs in a
subject-object relation, where the true nature of the subject is consciousness itself. All objects of
perception are forms of information animated in the flow of energy, and as such, have a scientific
explanation that is inherently mathematical in nature. The problem is, we don't perceive things in
terms of mathematical quantities, like the wavelength of a light wave. We perceive things in
terms of qualities, like the color red. The nature of our perception is not so much an aspect of the
mathematical quantities that characterize all the objects of our perception, but of the spiritual
nature of our consciousness, which has no mathematically based scientific explanation. The
forms we perceive are illuminated by the light of consciousness, which is spiritual in nature.

There is a reason the first few lines of Genesis are so revered and the Eye of Providence is such a
powerful symbol. The first few lines of Genesis and the symbolism of the Eye of Providence are



referring to the Source, which is not only the Source of the observer's own world and the Source
of the laws of physics that govern events in that holographic world, but also the Source of the
observer's own individual consciousness. The observer's individual consciousness is divided
from the Source when the observer's holographic world appears to come into existence, which
can only happen due to the observer's accelerated motion. When that accelerated motion comes
to an end in an ultimate state of free fall, the observer's individual consciousness must return to
the undivided consciousness of its Source. That return is described as a dissolution, like a drop of
water that dissolves into the ocean. The observer's return to the Source is called spiritual
enlightenment, which is the only way the observer can become free from the illusion of duality.

The nature of the illusion of duality is the experience of self and other that an observer can only
experience in its own holographic world. The observer only has an experience of self and other
when the observer emotionally identifies itself with the emotionally animated form of a person
that appears in that holographic world due to the observer's perception of emotional feelings of
self-limitation to that personal form. That personal form appears as the central form of the
observer's body in its own holographic world. As that personal form is emotionally animated
relative to all other forms that appear in its holographic world, the observer has the experience of
self and other. This experience of self and other only becomes possible when the observer
emotionally identifies itself with the form of its body, which is the central form that appears in its
holographic world. When that personal self-identification comes to an end, the observer's
experience of self and other also comes to an end, and the illusion of duality comes to an end.

The observer lives in a state of emotional bondage due to its emotional self-identification with
the emotionally animated form of a person that appears in the holographic world it perceives.
The observer falsely identifies itself with the central form of a person that appears in its own
world due to its perception of emotional feelings of self-limitation to that personal form. When
the observer returns to the Source and discovers the truth of its own existence as pure undivided,
unlimited and formless consciousness, it becomes free from this state of emotional bondage.
Only consciousness itself has real being, the sense of I-Am-ness, the sense of being present.
Even that sense of I-Am-ness is not the ultimate state of existence that can only be described as



pure undivided, unlimited, timeless being. The forms that appear in a holographic virtual reality
are unreal, no more real than projected and animated images of a holographic world, and have no
being. In the words of the Bhagavad Gita: The unreal has no being; the real never ceases to be.

In reality, there is no objective physical reality of the world out there, only a holographic world
that appears to come into existence whenever the observer enters into an accelerated frame of
reference and its event horizon arises that acts as its holographic screen when the horizon
encodes qubits of information. That holographic world is no more real than the projected and
animated images of a computer-generated virtual reality. The observer itself creates the quantum
computer that gives rise to the appearance of that virtual reality with its own accelerated motion.

Do not try to bend the spoon. That is impossible. Only try to realize the truth.
What truth?

There is no spoon.
Then you'll see it is not the spoon that bends, but only yourself.

-The Matrix

On the Nature of Spirituality

All the self-inflicted problems of human society can be traced back to the loss of spirituality.
Even our religions have lost their spirituality. The problem with the loss of spirituality is the
problem of ego and personal self-identification. As Pierre Teilhard de Chardin stated, We are not
human beings having a spiritual experience; we are spiritual beings having a human experience.
At the level of our own individual spiritual being, we are a presence of consciousness, which can
scientifically be understood as the observer at the central point of view of its own holographic
world that is very much like a computer-generated virtual reality. The experience of time is only
possible with the energetic or emotional animation of that holographic virtual reality. In reality,
our spiritual being has timeless being. There is only an illusion that we exist in time because we
are emotionally identifying ourselves with our own emotionally animated character that appears
in the holographic world we perceive, which is our avatar in the virtual reality. Our character in
the holographic virtual reality takes the form of our own emotionally animated body.



How can the spiritual being of our consciousness have timeless being? Plato gave the answer
over two thousand years ago in the Allegory of the Cave. The experience of time is only possible
with the animation of a holographic virtual reality. That animation is inherently energetic in
nature, which at the level of the body is experienced as the emotional animation of the body. The
presence of consciousness that perceives the animation from the central point of view of that
holographic world has timeless being. Consciousness timelessly exists no matter what appears to
happen in the animation. There can only be an illusion that consciousness exists in time when
consciousness emotionally identifies itself with the emotionally animated embodied form of its
character that appears in the animation of the holographic virtual reality that it is perceiving.

Emotional self-identification is a problem due to the nature of emotional self-defensiveness.
When consciousness emotionally identifies itself with the emotionally animated form of its
character that appears in the animation of the holographic world it perceives, consciousness feels
compelled to defend the survival of its body as though its existence depends on it. Emotional
expressions of self-defensiveness are at the root of all the self-inflicted problems of human
society. When carried to an extreme degree, consciousness feels compelled to defend the survival
of its own body at the expense of everybody and everything else that appears in its own world.

Most people live in a state of the denial of death. They just don't want to think about their own
looming death, which in reality is a fact of existence that cannot ultimately be denied. People
deny death by distracting themselves, by trying to build a monument to their own immortality, or
by trying to control things and have power over others, but at the end of the day, death is a fact of
existence that cannot be denied. Death is the most important fact of existence.

When death can no longer be denied, people become self-defensive. They feel compelled to
defend the survival of their own body as though their existence depends on it. When this
self-defensive tendency is carried out to an extreme degree, they see everybody and everything
else in the world as a threat to their own survival. This is when self-defensiveness is carried out
to the point of absurdity. People feel the need to destroy all possible threats to their own body
survival, even if that requires them to destroy everything in the world except for their own body.

The problem of emotional self-defensiveness is a result of consciousness emotionally identifying
itself with the emotionally animated form of its own body due to its perception of emotional
feelings of self-limitation to that emotionally animated personal form. The body will ultimately
die due to the disorganization of that emotionally animated form. Disorganization of form is an
inevitable result of living in a holographic world due to the relentless increase in entropy or
disorder that occurs as heat flows in a thermal gradient. The body can only appear to survive in a
coherently organized self-replicating form due to the addition of potential energy to that form
that counterbalances the natural increase in entropy. The addition of potential energy to the body
is the only way the body can hold together as a coherently organized self-replicating form, but
eventually, the relentless increase in entropy will win out over potential energy and the form of
the body will become disorganized. We call that disorganization of form the death of the body.



Body death is only a problem if consciousness emotionally identifies itself with the emotionally
animated form of its body. The body is only an emotionally animated self-replicating form that
appears in the animation of the holographic virtual reality that consciousness perceives from the
central point of view of that holographic world. In reality, consciousness has timeless spiritual
being, and its existence is never threatened by whatever appears to happen in the holographic
world that it perceives. Body death is just another event that appears to happen in that world.

When consciousness comes to understand and accept the true nature of its timeless spiritual
being, then body death is no longer a problem and self-defensiveness serves no useful purpose.
This is the critical role that spirituality plays in our lives. We have to come to understand and
accept that the true nature of our existence is as a timeless spiritual being, which is a presence of
consciousness at the central point of view of the world we perceive, and not as the emotionally
animated form of a body that only appears to exist in that world.

Ultimately, we come to understand that our timeless spiritual being is not an individual being,
but the undivided being of our Source. We come to understand this through the experience of
spiritual enlightenment. Our individual spiritual being, which we experience as a presence of
individual consciousness, ultimately returns to its Source of pure undivided being. Individual
consciousness ultimately returns to and dissolves back into its Source of pure undifferentiated
consciousness, like a drop of water that dissolves back into the ocean. This can only happen in an
ultimate state of free fall when our own holographic world is no longer animated and disappears
from existence from our own point of view. The end of that animation, which is the end of time,
can only happen when our own accelerated motion comes to an end. Only in an ultimate state of
free fall, when our own accelerated motion comes to end and we no longer have an event horizon
that acts as our holographic screen, can time come to end as our holographic world is no longer
animated and disappears. That's when we discover the true nature of our timeless spiritual being.

Conclusion

There is no scientific explanation for the Source of consciousness, just as there is no scientific
explanation for the ultimate Source of energy and information. People who try to give scientific
explanations for the source of these things are like computer scientists who try to explain the
origin of a computer in terms of computer science. Computer science can never explain where
the computer comes from. Computer science can explain how information is mathematically
encoded inside a computer, how that information is mathematically processed as energy flows
through the computer, and the computational rules that govern the operation of the computer in
the encoding and processing of information, but computer science cannot explain the origin of
the computer. There must be a source of the structures inside the computer that encode
information and a source of the energy that flows through the computer that allows for the
processing of information, which is beyond the scope of computer science. In a similar way, our
scientific theories, even at the level of theoretical physics, can never explain the ultimate Source
of the information encoded in the universe or the flow of energy animating the universe.



Similarly, our scientific theories can never explain the ultimate Source of our consciousness. In
terms of the computer analogy, the computer has an output device called a computer screen that
allows for the output of information, which can be observed and utilized by the user of the
computer. The output device is a computer interface that displays forms of information on the
computer screen. Those forms are projected like images from the screen to the point of view of
the user, and are animated in the flow of energy. Computer science can never explain the Source
of the consciousness of the user of the computer, nor even the nature of the light that illuminates
and projects the images. In terms of this computer analogy, just as there must be an ultimate
Source for the information encoded in the universe and the energy that animates the universe,
there must be an ultimate Source for the consciousness that perceives the universe and for the
light of consciousness that illuminates the universe. That ultimate Source, as the origin of all the
information and energy that characterizes the universe and the consciousness that illuminates and
perceives the universe, is forever beyond anything our scientific theories can tell us about the
nature of the universe. Our scientific theories are forever stuck at the level of computer science.

This is exactly what the holographic principle demonstrates. A holographic world only appears
to come into existence, like a computer-generated virtual reality, when a quantum computer is
created. The creation of that quantum computer requires the accelerated motion of an observer
that gives rise to the observer's event horizon that becomes the observer's holographic screen
when the horizon encodes information. The holographic principle demonstrates there must be an
ultimate Source for all the information and energy underlying the creation of that holographic
world and for the consciousness that perceives and illuminates that world. Like a computer
scientist, we can never give a scientific explanation for the ultimate Source of that information,
energy and consciousness. We are only deceiving ourselves whenever we attempt to do so. We
are not being good scientists when we attempt to give scientific explanations that are logically
impossible to give. We are only creating logical contradictions and inconsistencies that arise
from our false assumptions, circular reasoning and paradoxes of self-reference.

If we really want to know the true nature of that ultimate Source, which is the true nature of our
own being and the ultimate nature of existence and reality, the pursuit of science is not the path.
At best, scientific concepts are only useful to demonstrate the logical contradictions and
inconsistencies of our concepts. One concept can be used to destroy another concept. The only
path to the Source is to destroy all of our false concepts, including our own self-concept. Instead
of knowing something, we have to become willing to know nothing. Instead of doing something,
we have to become willing to do nothing. Instead of being something, we have to become willing
to be nothing. The only true path to the Source is spiritual enlightenment, which is the path of
return. Our individual consciousness and being must return to its Source of pure undivided
consciousness and being. In that return, we have to bring ourselves to the point of nothingness.



Nothingness

On the Nature of Spiritual Enlightenment

When one becomes spiritually enlightened, one no longer has the perspective of the individual
consciousness of the observer at the central point of view of one's own holographic world, but
one's perspective ascends to the highest possible level of consciousness, which is the ascended
perspective of the undifferentiated consciousness of the void. This highest possible level of
consciousness is described in the Bhagavad Gita:

In the knowledge of the Atman, which is a dark night to the ignorant,
The recollected mind is fully awake and aware.

The ignorant are awake in their sense life, which is darkness to the sage

In the language of Advaita Vedanta, Atman refers to the presence of individual consciousness at
the center of its own holographic world, which one becomes aware of from the ascended
perspective of Brahman when one becomes enlightened. Brahman refers to the undifferentiated
consciousness of the void. This ascended perspective is also described in the Tao-Te-Ching:

In the silence and the void
Standing alone and unchanging

Ever present and in motion
I do not know its name

Call it Tao



Tao refers to the Atman, which is the presence of individual consciousness of the observer at the
central point of view of its own holographic world that is in a state of perpetual motion relative
to the motionless void. The silence and the void refers to the ascended perspective of Brahman.

The Tao-Te-Ching describes that this ascended perspective only becomes possible when one
becomes desireless, which is the ultimate state of becoming motionless. As long as one continues
to express desires through one's own continued motion relative to the motionless void, one will
perceive the manifestations of one's own holographic world. Only when one becomes desireless
and motionless can one see the mystery of one's own individual consciousness from the ascended
perspective of the deepness and the darkness of the undivided Source of consciousness:

Ever desireless, one can see the mystery
Ever desiring, one can see the manifestations

These two spring from the same source
This appears as darkness
Darkness within darkness

The gate to all mystery

The Tao-Te-Ching describes the path of return:

Tao in the world is like a river flowing home to the sea

Returning is the motion of the Tao

It returns to nothingness
It leads all things back to the great oneness

Mu-mon describes the gateless gate paradox:

The great path has no gates
Thousands of roads enter it

When one passes through this gateless gate
One walks the universe alone

Passing through the gateless gate can only happen when one becomes motionless in an ultimate
state of free fall. Enlightened beings describe this experience as falling into the void and the
dissolution of their own individual consciousness into the undifferentiated consciousness of the
void, like a drop of water that dissolves back into the ocean. After this dissolution experience,
when one again perceives one's own holographic world, one knows that one is all-one. One is
truly alone in one's own world.

Chuang Tzu describes that the enlightened man remains unknown, has no-self, and is nobody.
When one becomes enlightened, one no longer perceives things from the dualistic perspective of



self and other, but from the ascended perspective of one undivided consciousness. Perfect virtue
is the virtue of becoming desireless and motionless, which produces nothing:

The man of Tao remains unknown.
Perfect virtue produces nothing.

No-self is true self
And the greatest man is nobody

The Buddha succinctly stated the nature of spiritual enlightenment:

Truly, I have attained nothing from total enlightenment

Finally, being at-one with the Tao is eternal because there is no place for death to enter:

Being at one with the Tao is eternal
And though the body dies, the Tao will never pass away

Because there is no place for death to enter

The Testimony of Enlightened Beings

Adapted from the teachings of Nisargadatta Maharaj:

Be aware of being conscious and seek the source of consciousness.

In pure being consciousness arises.
In consciousness the world appears and disappears.

Consciousness is on contact, a reflection against a surface, a state of duality.
The center is a point of void and the witness a point of pure awareness; they know themselves to

be as nothing. But the void is full to the brim.
It is the eternal potential as consciousness is the eternal actual.

To be born means to create a world around yourself as the center.
You are that point of consciousness.

By your movement the world is ever created.
Stop moving and there will be no world.

-Nisargadatta Maharaj

Adapted from the teachings of Osho:

We call Buddha the awakened one. This awakening is really the cessation of inner dreaming.
When there is no dreaming you become pure space. This non-dreaming consciousness is what is

known as enlightenment.



If you go on inquiring ‘Who am I?’ you are bound to come to the conclusion that you are not.
This is an inquiry to dissolve. There is no answer. Only the question will dissolve. There will be

no one to ask ‘Who am I?’ And then you know.

When the ‘I’ is not, the real ‘I’ opens. When the ego is not, you are for the first time encountering
your being. That being is void.

You fall into an abyss, and the abyss is bottomless: you go on falling. That is why Buddha has
called this nothingness emptiness. There is no end to it. Once you know it, you also have become

endless. At this point Being is revealed: then you know who you are, what is your real being,
what is your authentic existence.

The inner emptiness itself is the mystery.
When the inner space is there, you are not.

When you dissolve, the inner emptiness is there.
When you are not, the mystery will be revealed.

You will not be a witness to the mystery, you will be the mystery.

That being is void.
-Osho

Adapted from the teachings of Nisargadatta Maharaj:

The Supreme reality is the void beyond being and non-being, beyond consciousness.

In reality there is only the source, dark in itself, but making everything shine with the light of
consciousness.

Unperceived, it causes perception. Being nothing it gives birth to all being.
It is the immovable background of motion.

At the root of all creation lies desire.
The projecting power is imagination prompted by desire.
Desire and imagination foster and reinforce each other.

Desire for embodied existence is the root-cause of trouble.

We have enclosed ourselves in a cloud of personal desires and fears, images and thoughts, ideas
and concepts.

Self-identifications are patently false and the cause of bondage.



Your attachment is your bondage.

There is trouble only when you cling to something.
It is your desire to hold onto it that creates the problem. Let go.

When you hold onto nothing, no trouble arises.

Freedom means letting go.
Spiritual maturity lies in the readiness to let go of everything.

You create bondage when you desire and fear and identify yourself with your feelings.
You identify yourself with your desires and become their slave.

Your bonds are self-created as chains of attachment.
Cut the knot of self-identification.

One becomes self-conscious only when caught in the conflict between pleasure and pain, which
demands choice and decision. The personal self by its very nature is constantly pursuing

pleasure and avoiding pain. The ending of this pattern is the ending of the self. The ending of the
self with its desires and fears enables you to return to your real nature.

The world is but a mistaken view of reality, unreal to its core.

You see yourself in the world, while I see the world in myself. To you, you get born and die, while
to me, the world appears and disappears. It is your imagination that misleads you. There is a

deep contradiction in your attitude which you do not see.

The source of consciousness cannot be an object in consciousness. To know the source is to be
the source. When you realize that you are not the person, but the pure and calm witness, and that

fearless awareness is your very being, you are the being.

Give attention to the witness to break the spell of the known, the illusion that only the perceivable
world is real.

To become free your attention must be drawn to the witness.

I see only consciousness, and know everything to be but consciousness, as you know the pictures
on the cinema screen to be but light.

It is enough to shift attention from the screen onto oneself to break the spell.



The person is never the subject. You can see a person, but you are not the person. You are always
the Supreme, which appears at a given point of time and space as the witness, a bridge between

the pure awareness of the Supreme and the manifold consciousness of the person.

The objects in the world are many, but the eye that sees them is one. The higher always appears
as one to the lower and the lower as many to the higher.

As long as you believe that only the perceivable world is real you remain its slave.

The world is but a show, glittering and empty. It is there as long as I want to see it and take part
in it. When I cease caring, it dissolves. It has no cause and serves no purpose. It appears exactly

as it looks, but there is no depth in it nor meaning

Nothing perceivable is real. Only the onlooker is real, call him Self or Atman. That which makes
you think that you are a human is not human. It is a dimensionless point of consciousness.

All you can say about yourself is I Am.

Even the sense I Am is not continuous, though it is a useful pointer; it shows where to seek, but
not what to seek.

At the root of my being is pure awareness, a speck of intense light. This speck, by its nature,
radiates and creates pictures in space and events in time.

To the Self the world is but a passing show. The world just sprouts into being out of nothing and
returns to nothing. As long as the Self is merely aware, there is no problem.

You can stop it any moment by switching off attention.

You make it possible by giving it attention.

It is disinterestedness that liberates.
If you lose interest, you break the emotional link that perpetuates the bondage.

The unreal appears to be real only because you believe in it. You impart reality to it by taking it
to be real. Doubt it and it ceases.

As long as you are interested in your present way of living, you will shirk from the final leap into
the unknown.



Nothing stands in the way of your liberation here and now except for your being more interested
in other things. You must see through them as mere mental errors.

There is no such thing as an expression of reality. Neither action nor feeling nor thought express
reality. I know that life itself is only a make-believe. I just watch events happening, knowing them

to be unreal.

As long as you are engrossed in the world, you cannot know yourself. To know yourself, turn
your attention away from the world and turn within.

Turn within. I Am you know. Be with it all the time, until you revert to it spontaneously. There is
no simpler and easier way.

Know yourself as you are. Stay with the sense I Am.

Your questions are about a non-existing person. Realize that whatever you think yourself to be is
just a stream of events; that whatever happens, comes and goes, is not real; that you alone are,

the changeless among the changeful. Separate the observed from the observer and abandon false
identifications. Be a fully awakened witness of the field of consciousness.

Whatever you perceive is not you. It is there in the field of consciousness, but you are not the
field and its contents.

My life is a succession of events just like yours. Only I Am detached and see the passing show as
a passing show, while you stick to things and move along with them.

Liberation is never of the person, it is always from the person.

The difference between the person and the witness is as between not knowing and knowing
oneself.

The dissolution of personality is always followed by a sense of great relief, as if a heavy burden
has fallen off.

The reward of Self-knowledge is freedom from the personal self.

The world you can perceive is a very small world, entirely private. The world is but a reflection
of imagination. Take it to be a dream and be done with it. What you call survival is but the

survival of a dream. By forgetting who you are and imagining yourself a mortal creature you
create so much trouble for yourself that you have to wake up, like from a bad dream.



Some go on a journey and come back, some never leave. What difference does it make since they
travel in dreamlands, each wrapped up in his own dream. Only the waking up is important.

Once you have seen that you are dreaming, you shall wake up, but you do not see because you
want the dream to continue. A day will come when you long for the ending of the dream. You

become willing to pay any price. The price will be dispassion and detachment, the loss of interest
in the dream.

What you call survival is but the survival of a dream.
Death is preferable to it. There is a chance of waking up.

As life before death is but imagination, so is life after death. The dream continues.

The witness is both real and unreal, the last remnant of illusion, the first touch of the real. The
moment you say I Am, the entire universe comes into being.

Everything is a play of ideas. In the state free from ideation nothing is perceived. The root idea is
I Am. It shatters the state of pure consciousness and is followed by the innumerable sensations

and perceptions, feelings and ideas which in their totality constitute God’s world. The I Am
remains as the witness, but it is by the will of God that everything happens.

Delve deeply into the sense I Am and you will discover that the perceiving center is universal. All
that happens in the universe happens to you, the silent witness. Whatever is done is done by you,

the universal and inexhaustible energy.

There can be no universe without the witness, no witness without the universe.

What begins and ends is mere appearance. The world can be said to appear but not to be. It is
your memory that makes you think that the world continues. Memory creates the illusion of

continuity. I see the world as it is, a momentary appearance in consciousness.

From my point of view everything happens by itself, quite spontaneously.
I do nothing. I just see them happen.

Some unknown power acts and you imagine that you are acting.
You are merely watching what happens.



To imagine that you are in control is the aberration of the body-mind. There is a universal power
that is in control. The illusion of personal control is in the mind only. Stand without desire and

fear, relinquishing all control. This is the shortest way to reality.

As long as there is the sense of identity with the body, frustration is inevitable. It is because of
your illusion that you are the doer.

As long as you have the idea of influencing events, liberation is not for you. The very notion of
doership, of being a cause, is bondage.

There is no such thing as free will. Will is bondage. You identify yourself with your desires and
become their slave.

In reality nothing happens. Nothing happens to space itself. In pure consciousness nothing ever
happens. Onto the screen of the mind destiny forever projects its pictures, and thus illusion

constantly renews itself.

All limited existence is imaginary.
Even space and time are imaginary.

Pure being, filling all and beyond all, is not limited.
Only the unlimited is real.

Once you realize that there is nothing in this world which you can call your own, you look at it
from the outside as you look at a play on the stage or a picture on the screen. To know the picture
as the play of light on the screen gives freedom from the idea that the picture is real. In reality I
only look. Whatever is done is done on the stage. Joy and sorrow, life and death, they are real to

the man in bondage. To me they are all in the show, as unreal as the show itself.

To realize that is the end of all seeking. You come to it when you see all you think yourself to be
as mere imagination and stand aloof in pure awareness. It is not difficult but detachment is

needed. It is the clinging to the false that makes the truth so difficult to see. Discard what is not
your own until nothing is left which you can disown. You will find that what is left is nothing.

You can spend an eternity looking elsewhere for truth, all in vain. You must begin in yourself,
with yourself. Realize that your world is only a reflection of yourself. All you need is to stop

searching outside what can only be found within.

Externalization is the first step in liberation. Step away and look. Separate yourself and watch.
The physical events will go on happening, but in themselves they have no importance.



Seeing that you are not the person you take yourself to be, step out and look from the outside.

You are the source of reality, a dimensionless center of perception that imparts reality to
whatever it perceives, a pure witness that watches what is going on and remains unaffected.

It is only imagination and self-identification with the imagined that encloses and converts the
inner watcher into a person.

Feelings, thoughts and actions race before the watcher in endless succession.
The person is merely the result of a misunderstanding.

In reality there is no such thing.
In reality there is no person, only the watcher identifying itself.

I am like a cinema screen, clear and empty.
The pictures pass over it and disappear, leaving it as clear and empty as before.

The screen intercepts and reflects the pictures. These are lumps of destiny, but not my destiny; the
destinies of the people on the screen.

The character will become a person when he begins to shape his life instead of accepting it as it
comes-identifying himself with it.

All this I perceive quite clearly, but I am not in it.
I feel myself as floating over it, aloof and detached.

There is also the awareness of it all and a sense of immense distance as if the body and the mind
and all that happens to them were somewhere far out on the horizon.

To myself I Am neither perceivable nor conceivable.
There is nothing I can point out and say “this I am”.

Only in complete self-negation is there a chance to discover our real being.

You must begin by being the dispassionate observer.
Then only will you realize your full being.

The urge must come from within as a wave of detachment.

The way to truth lies through the destruction of the false. To destroy the false you must question
your most inveterate beliefs. Of these the idea that you are the body is the worst.

Investigate your world, apply your mind to it, examine it critically.
Scrutinize every idea about it.

Everything must be scrutinized and the unnecessary ruthlessly destroyed.
There cannot be too much destruction.

For in reality nothing is of value.



Destroy the wall that separates; the I-am-the-body idea.

As long as you take yourself to be a person, a body and a mind, separate from the stream of life,
having a will of its own, pursuing its own aims, you are living merely on the surface and

whatever you do will be short-lived and of little value, mere straw to feed the flames of vanity.

As long as you are locked up with your mind and ego, you cannot go further. Were you really at
war with your ego, you would question its reality. You don’t question because you are not really
interested. You are moved by the pleasure-pain principle, fear and desire, which is your ego. You
are going along with your ego, not fighting against it. You are not even aware how totally swayed

you are by personal considerations. Be in revolt against your ego, for the ego narrows and
distorts. It is the worst of all tyrants. It dominates you completely.

Ego is in resistance until the very end.

In the end you get fed up with the waste of time and energy.

When you refuse to play the game you are out of it.

The search for reality is the most dangerous of all undertakings for it will destroy the world in
which you live.

Moments when one feels empty and estranged are desirable moments, for it means the soul has
cast its moorings and is sailing for distant places.

The totality of all mental projections is the Great Illusion.
When I look beyond the mind I see the witness.

Beyond the witness is infinite emptiness and silence.

First we must know ourselves as witnesses only, dimensionless and timeless centers of
observation, and then realize that immense ocean of pure awareness.

As long as you are enmeshed in the tribulations of a particular personality, you can see nothing
beyond it. Ultimately you will come to see that you are neither the particular nor the universal.

You are beyond both.

The witness-consciousness is the reflection of the real in the mind. The real is beyond.

The witness is the door through which you pass beyond.



The door that locks you in is also the door that lets you out.
I Am is the door. Stay with it until it opens. It is always open, but you are not at it.

Between desires and freedom from all desires is an abyss which must be crossed.
Cross the door and go beyond.

Do nothing. There is nothing to do. Just be.
To be, you must be nobody.

You make yourself mortal by taking yourself to be a body.
That which is alive in you is immortal.

Reality is essentially alone.
To know that nothing is, is true knowledge.

For the path of return naughting oneself is necessary.
My stand I take where nothing is.

To the mind it is all darkness and silence.
It is deep and dark, mystery beyond mystery.

It is, while all else merely happens.
It is like a bottomless well, whatever falls into it disappears.

The realized man is beyond life and death. Life and death appears to him but a way of expressing
movement in the immovable, change in the changeless.

He has died before his death and he saw that there was nothing to be afraid of.
The moment you know your real being you are afraid of nothing.

Death gives freedom. To be free in the world you must die to the world.

I Am dead already. Physical death will make no difference. I Am timeless being.

All that is, lives and moves and has its being in consciousness.
I Am in and beyond that consciousness.

I Am in it as the witness.
I Am beyond it as Being.

The Supreme state neither comes nor goes. It is.
It is a timeless state, ever present.

There is no journey to Supreme reality. One is undeceived only.



Before the mind happens, I Am.
Before all beginnings, after all endings, I Am.

All has its being in the I Am that shines in every living being.

The dreamer is one.
I Am beyond all dreams.

I Am the light in which all dreams appear and disappear.

In the timeless state there is no Self, no I Am, no witness.

Awareness is beyond all.
Awareness is primordial; it is the original state.

Awareness is undivided, aware of itself.

Awareness comes as if from a higher dimension.

In ignorance the seer becomes the seen and in wisdom he is the seeing.

When you refuse to open your eyes, what can you be shown?

You must realize yourself as the silent witness of all that happens. Your consciousness raised to a
higher dimension, from which you see everything much clearer.

The witness that stands aloof is the watchtower of the real, the point at which awareness,
inherent in the unmanifested, contacts the manifested.

Find the immutable center where all movement takes birth. Be the axis at the center, not whirling
at the periphery. Nothing stops you except fear. You are afraid of impersonal being.

By itself nothing has existence

Your true home is in nothingness.

Realization is in discovering the source and abiding there.

The timeless and spaceless reality is undifferentiated, the infinite potentiality, the source. It
cannot be perceived, but can be experienced as ever witnessing the witness, perceiving the

perceiver, the origin and end of all manifestation, the root of time and space.



Go back to that state of pure being, the I Am in its purity before it became contaminated with
false self-identifications. Abandon them all. Focus the mind on pure being. In it all disappears:

myself, the life I live, the world around me. Only peace and unfathomable silence remains.

The experience of the inner void is an explosion into reality.

Realization is sudden and irreversible. You rotate into a new dimension.
You see everything as it is. The world of illusions is left behind.

-Nisargadatta Maharaj

In the knowledge of the Atman, which is a dark night to the ignorant,
The recollected mind is fully awake and aware.

The ignorant are awake in their sense life, which is darkness to the sage
–Bhagavad Gita

In the silence and the void
Standing alone and unchanging

Ever present and in motion
I do not know its name

Call it Tao

Tao in the world is like a river flowing home to the sea

Returning is the motion of the Tao

It returns to nothingness
It leads all things back to the great oneness

Ever desireless, one can see the mystery
Ever desiring, one can see the manifestations

These two spring from the same source
This appears as darkness
Darkness within darkness

The gate to all mystery
–Tao-Te-Ching

The great path has no gates
Thousands of roads enter it

When one passes through this gateless gate
One walks the universe alone

–Mu-mon



Empty yourself of everything

The man of Tao remains unknown.
Perfect virtue produces nothing.

No-self is true self
And the greatest man is nobody

–Chuang Tzu

Truly, I have attained nothing from total enlightenment
–Buddha

Brahman is the only Truth, the world is illusion, and ultimately, there is no difference between
Atman and Brahman

–Shankara

Never the spirit was born
The spirit shall cease to be never

Never was time it was not
End and beginning are dreams

-Bhagavad Gita

He who seeks only himself brings himself to ruin, whereas he who brings himself to naught for
me discovers who he is.

-Gospel of Matthew

How is it that this Being that Is inhabits this nothingness?
These are the words of the secret.

Whoever lives the meaning of these words shall no longer taste death.
-Gospel of Thomas

The unreal has no being; the real never ceases to be.
-Bhagavad Gita

Before Abraham was, I Am
-Gospel of John

That which permeates all, which nothing transcends, and which like the universal space around
us fills everything completely from within and without, that Supreme non-dual Brahman,

That thou art.
-Shankara



That in whom reside all beings and who resides in all beings
Who is the giver of grace to all

The Supreme Soul of the universe
The limitless being

I Am That
-Upanishads

Darkness was hidden by darkness in the beginning
All that existed then was void and formless

That which becomes, was born through the power of heat
Upon that desire arose in the beginning the first discharge of thought

Sages discovered this link of the existent to the non-existent
Having searched in the heart with wisdom their line of vision was extended across

He, the first origin of this creation
Whether he formed it all or did not form it

Whose eye controls this world in highest heaven
Surely he knows, or perhaps he knows not

-Rig Veda

Be still and know that I Am God
-Psalms

Now I Am become death, the destroyer of worlds
–Bhagavad Gita

Burning, burning, burning, burning, O Lord, Thou pluckest me out
–The Fire Sermon

Without form there is no desire
Without desire there is tranquility

Therefore the sage seeks freedom from desire
-Tao-Te-Ching

We are such stuff as dreams are made on
And our little life is rounded with a sleep

To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there’s the rub;
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come

When we have shuffled off this mortal coil.
-Shakespeare



Being at one with the Tao is eternal
And though the body dies, the Tao will never pass away

Because there is no place for death to enter
-Tao-Te-Ching

“I cannot live with myself any longer”. This was the thought that kept repeating itself in my
mind. Then suddenly I became aware of what a peculiar thought it was. Am I one or two? If I

cannot live with myself, there must be two of me: the ‘I’ and the ‘self’ that ‘I’ cannot live with.
Maybe, I thought, only one of them is real.

I was so stunned by this strange realization that my mind stopped. I was fully conscious, but
there were no more thoughts. Then I felt drawn into what seemed like a vortex of energy. It was a

slow movement at first and then accelerated. I was gripped by an intense fear, and my body
started to shake. I heard the words ‘resist nothing’, as if spoken inside my chest. I could feel
myself being sucked into a void. It felt as if the void was inside myself rather than outside.

Suddenly, there was no more fear, and I let myself fall into that void.

I knew that something profoundly significant had happened to me. I understood that the intense
pressure of suffering that night must have forced my consciousness to withdraw from its

identification with the unhappy and deeply fearful self, which is ultimately a fiction of the mind.
This withdrawal must have been so complete that this false, suffering self immediately collapsed,
just as if a plug had been pulled out of an inflatable toy. What was left was my true nature as the
ever-present ‘I am’: consciousness in its pure state prior to identification with form. Later I also

learned to go into that inner timeless and deathless realm that I had originally perceived as a
void and remain fully conscious.

-Eckhart Tolle

When the joy of my own emptiness began to wane I decided to rejuvenate it by spending some
solitary time gazing into my empty self. Though the center of self was gone, I was sure the

remaining emptiness, the silence and joy, was God Himself. Thus on one occasion, with full
hedonistic deliberation, I settled myself down and turned my gaze inward. Almost immediately

the empty space began to expand, and expanded so rapidly it seemed to explode; then, in the pit
of my stomach I had the feeling of falling a hundred floors in a non-stop elevator, and in this fall

every sense of life was drained from me. The moment of landing I knew: When there is no
personal self, there is also no personal God. I saw clearly how the two go together-and where

they went, I have never found out.
-Bernadette Roberts



Now she’s in freefall. At the precise moment of impact, the planet will disappear, and nothing will
take its place. Her freefall won’t end, but it will no longer feel like falling because there will no
longer be anything to reference it against. This is where dual awareness ends. From then on she

will live in boundless awareness, never again able to differentiate between self and non-self.
Abiding non-dual awareness.

Truth is one, is non-dual, is infinite, is one-without-other. Truth is dissolution, no-self, unity.
There’s nothing to say about it, nothing to feel about it, nothing to know about it. You are true or

you’re a lie, as in ego-bound, as in dual, as in asleep.

The truth of the situation is that eventually, there’s nothing. Infinity. Eternity. The void.

Like a child flicking a switch that turns the world off like a light. What can you say when the
thing that ends isn’t within a context, but context itself?

There is the place where all the paradoxes disappear and where no questions remain, but there’s
no point trying to describe this place.

That’s where I am now. Empty space is my reality. The void. No-self. I abide in non-dual,
non-relative awareness.

Come see for yourself.
-Jed McKenna

He must dare to leap into the Origin so as to live by the Truth and in the Truth, like one who has
become one with it. He must become a pupil again, a beginner; conquer the last and steepest

stretch of the way, undergo new transformation. If he survives its perils then is his destiny
fulfilled; face to face he beholds the unbroken Truth, the Truth beyond all truths, the formless

Origin of origins, the Void which is the All; is absorbed into it and from it emerges reborn.
-Eugen Herrigel

We are not human beings having a spiritual experience; we are spiritual beings having a human
experience.

-Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

I discovered the secret of the sea in meditation upon a dewdrop
-Kahlil Gibran

Final Conclusion

Spiritual enlightenment is the only way out. The only way out of the emotional bondage of the
delusional state of false personal self-identification is to realize the truth of what you really are.



There must be some way out of here, said the Joker to the Thief,
There’s too much confusion, I can’t get no relief.

No reason to get excited, the Thief he kindly spoke,
There are many here among us who feel that life is but a joke,

But you and I, we’ve been through that, and this is not our fate,
So let us not talk falsely now, the hour is getting late.

-B. Dylan

And Jesus was a sailor when he walked upon the water,
And he spent a long time watching from his lonely wooden tower,
And when he knew for certain only drowning men could see him,
He said all men shall be sailors then until the sea shall free them.

-L. Cohen
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